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NEW FEATURES & UPDATES

**SpeedGrader Image Annotation**
You can now annotate images in SpeedGrader using the DocViewer annotation tools.

**Word Counter**
The Rich Content Editor now displays a word counter when you’re typing in the editor.
For announcements, updates, helpful tips and ideas for enhancing teaching and learning with Canvas, visit:

GO CANVAS BLOG

Canvas Tips - End-of-quarter Canvas Tips for Teachers
As the Spring quarter comes to a close, the Stanford Office of the Vice Provost for Teaching and Learning (VPTL) Canvas team shares end-of-quarter Canvas tips for teachers.

Learn More

Spring 2018 Canvas Survey
Did you use Canvas in Spring quarter? Stanford's VPTL Canvas team would appreciate your feedback on your experience using Canvas. This brief survey will be open through June 22, 2018.

Learn More

Help Resources
There are several resources available to assist you:

- The Stanford Canvas Help Center website provides answers to FAQs, step-by-step documentation and helpful tips.
- The Canvas Help button can be used to report issues and ask questions. You will receive a response by the next business day.
- Email the Stanford Canvas Team for help.